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At GPI, we believe in the power of getting the right insights at the right time

All of our solutions are powered by integrated, real-time pricing and market access data.
We continually invest in technology, taxonomy, and QA to ensure we are always in a position
to deliver the best for our clients. 
Our value is not only in the data, but in what we can do with it.

Policy

Legislative updates impacting P&R (e.g. IRP,
price and reimbursement policy)

Regulatory
Official label, regulatory
information and launch dates

Prices
Pricing data at pack level
across 90+ countries
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Value and Access
HTA outcomes and drivers
across 25+ countries

Treatment costs
Average cost to treat a patient on
a per day, month or annum basis 

Reimbursement
Payer compensation and restrictions
at pack, product and indication level
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Pricing research during early-stage development can optimise the path to market access
but can pose challenges due to the level of uncertainly of the future landscape

Traditional pricing and
access activities
Relying on payer research

Opportunity and landscape
assessment

Develop evidence

Assess value
and forecast
price based
on earlystage TPP

Agile, data-driven, and
reduces bias

Value proposition
and pricing strategy

Price
benchmarking

Landscape
assessment

Value and price strategy

Build evidence
generation to
enhance price
potential

Communicate

Monitor and
adapt

Optimise
payer
conversations

Continually assess value and test scenarios as new data
becomes available or landscape changes
Internal alignment across stakeholders

Phase I

Phase II
Clinical development
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Phase III

Registration

Approval

Launch
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GPI horizon is a state-of-the-art methodology that powers strategic value assessment
and scenario planning, promoting efficiencies and improving the quality of decisions

Deliverables offered via
custom-built platforms or consulting
services
Price and access experts | In-house software
developers | Data engineers | Testers | Graphic
designers | Modelers

Business Impact

Clear, scientific documentation
of value assessment
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Supports critical decisionmaking with cross-functional
alignment

Customization and flexibility
designed for your processes

Faster, cost-effective, and
reduces bias

Remain agile with continuous
scenario planning
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GPI horizon centres around the concept that an asset’s price and access potential is
inextricably linked to its perceived value, which differs across markets
Our published research with ISPOR using GPI horizon methodology demonstrates
a high correlation between value drivers and price, with an R2 of up to 0.91*

While this research examines orphan assets across different indications, GPI horizon has proven to be
similarly robust with indication-specific models
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*Value framework approach for orphan medicines to investigate value-price relationship, ISPOR 2020. Research published for 2021 ISPOR expands framework to Italy, Spain, and the UK.

Our approach assesses the perceived value and potential price of an asset by
leveraging analytics and adaptable frameworks to mimic payer decisions

How is value measured?

How is price forecasted?

How is horizon applied?

A proprietary MCDA* framework is
used to score the value of an asset and
its analogues in each market,
incorporating:

The asset’s price is forecasted utilising
the relationship between value and price
which is derived using a linear regression

Early price forecasting
pre-clinical – phase 2

Target product profile (TPP) optimization

Market
Landscape

Asset
Asset
Price
Price&
& Value
Value
Forecast
Forecast

Payer
decision
drivers

Price

phase 1 - 2

Clinical goalpost setting
phase 1 - 2

Indication prioritisation and launch
sequencing

Real-world price
and access data

phase 1 and beyond

Value
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*Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA)

A high-level view of GPI horizon methodology

VALUE ATTRIBUTES
(Customised by indication)

Competitor/
Analogue A

Competitor/
Analogue B

Total value score and cost of therapy
data are used in regression analysis to
determine the value-price relationship

Attributes are weighted by
importance in each market

All value attributes for each
competitor/analogue are scored

Competitor/
Analogue C

Value-Price Relationship

Weights

Product X TPP

PRICE

Primary endpoint

No. of eligible patients

DRUG 5
DRUG 4

Level of unmet need

Safety

DRUG 2

DRUG 6

DRUG 3

Study phase
…+ Economic Value,
Disease Characteristics,
Broader Considerations

DRUG 1

VALUE SCORE

Cost of therapy

€1,000/mg

High score within attribute
Low score within attribute
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€756/mg

€622/mg
Clinical, price, and access data to
inform scores are powered by our
data analytics platform, GPI pulse™

???

???
€ 911/mg
The relationship is used to triangulate
the asset’s potential price, based on
its perceived value

Our methodology quantifies the variance in payer value perception by weighting
each driver by importance in each respective market

1. Disease & Asset Background

COST INPUTS

VALUE INPUTS

Severity of disease & availability of alternative treatment
Clinical benefit demonstrated in clinical trial(s)
Clinical trial design and related uncertainties
Formulation and frequency of administration
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2. Scoring
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Incremental gain vs clinical trial comparator

3. Weighting (Payer Value Perception)

Efficacy
Endpoints selected and their hierarchy
Safety
QoL
Study Design and Phase
Disease Landscape
Broader Considerations (e.g. formulation and frequency)
Prevalence
Uncertainties
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Price inputs:
1) The price at launch
2) CoT of assumptions for different subgroups

4. Price or QALY inputs

◆◆◆ KEY DRIVER

◆◆ HIGH IMPORTANCE

QALY gain: 1)
published in
assessment, 2)
back-calculated
using ICER and total
cost

◆ MEDIUM IMPORTANCE
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We invest in continuous R&D to ensure our methodologies are robust and validated
with the ultimate vision for AI driven insights
Treatment cost estimation drivers across
HTA Bodies (ISPOR poster)

Value-price relationship for orphan
medicines (ISPOR poster)

Value and price forecasting for
orphan assets (HTAi Presentation)

Full presentation available here
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About GPI
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We are a global company with a diverse team, renowned for analytical
approaches, carrying expertise worldwide and across several therapy areas

70+
Employees globally

Thought Leader
In agile, analytical methods for
price and access research

Headquarters: London, UK
GPI Office: Mumbai, India

Global Partners:
(US, Switzerland, China)

Global Expertise
Coverage in 95+ countries with
expertise in all major global markets

Therapy Areas
Coverage in 15 therapy areas with expertise in
Oncology, Rare Diseases, Immunology, Cardiovascular,
Hematology, Ophthalmology, and Neurology
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About Global Pricing Innovations

Our
vision
Our vision is to disrupt
the way medicines are
brought to market to
create sustainable
access for all

Expertise in Life Sciences
Pricing and Market Access

Leading Consulting
Team

Advanced analytical
frameworks and algorithms

Our core
values
Sustainability
Authenticity
Quality matters

In-house
Development Team
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Intelligent tools and
platforms

Automated data collection
and prep methodology

Collaboration
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GPI helps the pharma industry build sustainable pricing strategies and achieve market
access excellence through a suite of pioneering technology and service solutions

TECHNOLOGY
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SERVICES

API Data
Integration

Data Analytics
Platform

Data available at ideal point
of use and end-to-end
service for smooth
implementation

Rapid and robust insights
leveraging integrated data,
dynamic visualizations, and
powerful algorithms

Agile Value
Assessment &
Price Forecasting

Pricing and Market
Access Strategy

Transparent value
assessment and scenario
planning, promoting
efficiencies and improving
the quality of decisions

Evidence-based strategy
development, and
actionable
recommendations bespoke
to your needs
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We welcome the opportunity
to support you
Rachel Jao
Head of Commercial Strategy
Rachel.Jao@globalpricing.com
+44 7307 808040

Chloe Darvishani-Fikouhi
Commercial Development Manager
Chloe.darvishani-fikouhi@globalpricing.com
+44 7546 559093

Global Pricing Innovations Ltd
North Row | 64 North Row, Mayfair, London, W1K 7DA | United Kingdom | www.globalpricing.com | info@globalpricing.com
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